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Dont Let Someone Fall
 
A bird in the sky
as small as a fly
has nuthing to say
yet I hear a wisper
it isn't a cherp
sounds more like a sound
I have an idea someway and somehow
the bird as it falls never reaches the ground
cause Im there to catch it and stop it
from hitting the ground
after all that experience I learned only on thing
if someone is falling
than dont be stalling
help them all out
cause in return you'll never even be falling
and if you are no one else will be stalling
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Fear Is My Game
 
I sit in my room
Like I hide from the dark
scared and in pain
threw the lifeless dark
fear upon you I hear a name
I cant point it out
yet I hear fear is my game
I crowl down pain
not able to move
yet I hear a laugh
as cold as it should
death upon you!
I fall to the ground
saying kill me now
I want it to end!
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Fog
 
I walk my dog
one morning one day
with nuthing too see
but an old mist of grey
this frozen rude feeling
that runs up my back
gives me a weird insenct
to take off my hat
my hat now is wet
and looks really creepy
I can't see my legs, my dog it is creepy
I wonder what happened
have I just turned blind
but as I come in
my eyes common back
I can see colors and
people and other things too
ad I honor my eyes for all they will do
I will never forget what happened that fog
my arms and my feet really felt wet all the long
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Happiness
 
Happiness is an experession
that is shown by love and compretion
a wonderfull feeling that never ends
or a feeling of freedom that sees use atlast
Happeniss is a wonderfull thing
so lets feel it lets all feel it
Lets prove to god we'r his creations
Happeniss is the key to show our apretiation
so hold the hand of the one around you
seem happy look happy and be happy
and I promise you happeniss shall see you atlast!
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I Am Imortal
 
People tell me Im mortal
but people will see
Im alive today
and so for eternity
I will never die or ever give up
its not that hard...
all I need to do is stand up
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I Am Unique
 
Live up to your dream
cause people are watching
this little old thing
can be such a tragic
so care who you are
and people will see
that you've got something special
hi... it is me
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Im The Devil Of The Century
 
Im the devil of the century
Unless its me I want no misary
you have no choice so bow down to me
cause Im the devil of the century
I will darken the room in a flash
and your flesh will go to the trash
your heart will darken as you crash
and you'll die if you have a rash
so give up your pleading and fall to your nees
Cause the master is here and you shouldnt be
So why live longer if your lifes to end
Ill take it now so you'll be dead
dont be fooled Im very wise
when the dark willow rises you'll meet you demise
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Spring
 
The bight fresh air
The nice cold breeze
the stars above
as they look with ease
the hot times come
our summer break
I dont know about other kids
but I cant wait
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Summer
 
its soso hot
Im burning up
Ill cool right off
with this nice cold chunk
this icecream which is icy cold
will get my tastebudds up and roll
this largest break
my favourite too
will let me have time
for me and for you.
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The Light With In A Person
 
A light within in a person
Is the kindest part of all
it is to prove to other people what this person is made of
it could be bad it could it be evil
it could be good it could be nice
but what I always really wonder is that its hidden really tight
if we all know that it existes
why can we not find it
is that because that we hide it cleaver
or wheir looking really far
I believe the reson is that we all have something evil
being hidden from the rest
it could be a joke a prank but we've all been there
why would we look for it if we know where it is
because we all are to afraid to tell out loud
so its a never ending secret
you know yours I know mine theres nuthing to change
but remmember if you tell it to your sister
I bet she has something twice as bad.
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